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Introduction
This concise book was created to help you get the most out of your Professional
Numerology Reading, and to answer any
questions you may have, as well as assist
you in exploring each section of your
reading in greater detail.  I hope that it will
prove to be a useful guidebook to
completing your path toward fulfillment,
and awareness.   It is meant to be used as
a companion to your Professional
Numerology Reading, and you will want to
read it along with your reading.  Refer to it
as often as you need.

I have found that it is best to provide this
book to you after you've had a few days to
look over your reading, and to allow you
time to think about it for a while.  After a
brief introduction, I'll cover each section of
your reading in detail, explaining how you
can get the most out of it and exploring
methods of journaling and learning which
can help you gain a valuable
understanding of your unique destiny and
personality.

Numerology as a Science
Numerology has a historical background that leads back tens of thousands of
years.   It was used in Egyptian Rituals, the Indian Vedas, the Chinese Circle and
in the Hebrew Kabbala.  Records prove that numbers were used as a science for
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more than 11,000 years.  It is my belief that it was in use, at the very beginning of
human communications - even before astrology!

Numerology was initially used as a counting method when alphabetic characters
also stood for a numeric counterpart.  It was this symbolic association between
the two that eventually led to the modern science of Numerology.

Your Name and Birth Date
It is the unique combination of your name and birth date, which make up who you
are.  As you will see in a minute, each part of the reading tells you a little bit more
about who you are. You will have a complete picture of yourself after you have
read, understood and worked through the journal questions that appear in your
reading.

Your birth date is used for calculating your Life Path as well as for the forecasting
information in your Pinnacles.  It indicates your innate talents, assets and
capabilities for achieving your destiny.  It is also used in determining your
personal year and personal month details.  These calculations help to determine
the cycles in your life - in much the same way that the cycles of the Earth
continue to change the weather patterns and seasons throughout the year, your
own life cycles will change the patterns of lessons and relationships that occur in
your life.

Your name is used for making the calculations that describe your personality
traits and character information.  Your name as it is used in daily conversation is
used for determining your Soul Urge, Heart's Desire and Outer Expression.
Since this is the name you hear most frequently throughout the day; it is this
sound that shapes your reactions and interactions with the people and places in
your immediate surroundings.

Your full birth certificate name is used for pinpointing the deeper personality
traits, personality strengths and personality lessons, as well as for your Inclusion
Chart and full Planes of Expression, and the more subtle Arrows.  I will cover
these in greater detail throughout this book, and let you know how they help you
discover your inner personality.

Your Life Path
If there were only one number that is the most important in your reading, it would
be the Life Path number.  Calculated from your date of birth, this number in your
reading covers the unique traits, talents and direction you should take to feel
most fulfilled in this lifetime.
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Think of your Life
Path as a guide to
show you the way
to the outcome, or
completed set of
goals, which will
mean the most to
you.  By following
this path in every
way you will be
presented with
more gifts. You will
also be given
challenges along
this path.  The
growth and
changes happen in you as you learn from these lessons which help to shape
your overall personality and soul pattern as you follow your path.

The Life Path is an indication of the talents and capabilities of your soul for
reaching its highest purpose or destiny in this lifetime.  It represents what you are
here to do and the natural abilities, talents and assets that are part of you. If you
learn to become aware of this path, the lessons that you learn and the methods it
points out for achieving success, you can shorten the time that you need to
spend understanding the lessons to be learned.  If this is the case, you will truly
follow and achieve your unique destiny in a shorter time period than others may
require.

If your Life Path and talents are not in alignment with your personality traits (as
they are indicated by your birth name) and how you feel about yourself then you
may encounter difficulties and blocked movement toward fulfilling your destiny.
Your Professional Numerology Reading along with this book can help you
understand the methods and means for expressing your best talents through
your unique personality with greater effectiveness.

Keep in mind that the text in this section of your reading is written in a future
tense to help you feel that you have already accomplished the path you came
here to work on.  If this sounds out of place to you, or incorrect, it means that you
are not following your true path.  You may have gotten side tracked somewhere
along the way!

Though this is not the easiest way to pursue your goals it can still lead you to the
same outcome, though usually through much harder work.  This may indicate
that you are relying instead on the strength of your personality and personality
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traits that are discussed in detail in the Personality Matrix and Planes of
Expression sections.

Many people do not realize their path until later in life. If you are reading this now,
it's a good indication that you are following through on understanding yourself
and your mission in ways that others may never realize.  Throughout this book I'll
show you ways to discover your strengths and weaknesses, and hopefully give
you a greater awareness of how to make your Life Path talents work
harmoniously with your personality and character.

Your Life Path
This section lays out in detail a plan of action that may help you reach your
desired goals quicker and easier if you follow it.  Keep this plan and method for
achieving any goal or outcome in Life in your mind and you will find that
achieving what you desire happens quicker, and with less resistance than if you
did not follow the methods described.  Read this section of your reading slowly
while picturing yourself in the environment that is discussed.

Your Positive Assets
Listed here are particularly outstanding assets based on your personality that can
assist you in achieving your goals.  Try to picture yourself as this type of person
when you work toward any goal - but especially any goal of high importance to
you.  Make a journal entry describing yourself with the assets listed.  Reflect on
achieving this outcome now if you haven't already achieved it.

Your Talents
Your unique skills and talents that pertain to your personality will be indicated
here.  Ideas for occupations that are most suitable for your unique Life Path will
be indicated in this text.  Note that the specific occupations suggestions are
based on a combination of other factors such as your total Soul Urge and total
Expression Number, as well as your Life Path number.  You will find a very
detailed and positive description here compared to readings that only look at a
single number.

Following the Path
This section builds on the previous three sections and lays out in detail, in
present tense, what you are like if you are successfully following the Life Path
that you should be pursuing to learn your life lessons.  Pay close attention to the
way you are described here, and try to see yourself in this way in every situation
that calls on you to act with self- control and for your own good, especially if an
important decision is being asked from you.

Life Path Aroma Essence
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This part of your reading was developed to provide you with a description and list
of aromatherapy aromas and essential oils that you can use to help you achieve
the specific personality traits you need to assist you in following your Life Path.
Choose the traits you want to work on, and select the aromas and oils from that
group to help heighten your awareness.

If your Life Path has more than one digit you will see a set of oils which can be
used to assist you in reaching your true path: in other words these oils can help
heighten the personality traits which are likely to help you follow your Life Path
and reach your destiny, as well as a group of oils which support your true path.
These aromas/oils will help you achieve the personality traits of your Life Path.

The oils that support your true path group lists oils which assist you in holding the
properties of your true path.  While each group can be useful, if you have an
'Essential Life Path' (a Life Path number which is one digit), then there will be
only one group of oils indicated which are the most important for you.  This same
group of oils can also be used to assist you in reaching your your true path, as
well as support your true path.

To enhance the personality traits that you are working on choose aromas/oils
from the list and use them throughout your day: with aroma diffusers, spray
bottles, candles and incense or in massage.  See the following section for
specific ideas on how to use the aromas/oils.

Using Aromatherapy Aromas/Oils

You may use these oils in many different ways,
the most common method is in a diffuser, or spray
bottle to get the scent into the air. Some oils are
not safe for application to your skin, or in creams,
lotions and oils. If you are planning on making
your own blends consult the safety guidelines for
the oils you plan on using, especially if applying to your skin, or in
situations such as with pregnant women or children.  Here’s a
general overall note that applies for all Essential Oil use,

*CAUTION: Essential oils are highly concentrated and potentially hazardous, if
misused.  Consult the safety guidelines of any oil(s) you use.

Keep in mind that the scent of oils listed in each group will
help you to feel a stronger sense of the personality trait that
is indicated in the heading of each group.  There are many
ways to use the oils, here are some suggestions: the most
popular is probably to use the oils (or a blend of oils, see
below) in a diffuser (click here for some diffusers that are
available). You can add the oils to spray bottles to create
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portable aroma diffusers that you carry with you anywhere (click here for some
prepared aroma spray bottles). You may want to purchase a few of the spray
bottles, and then when they are empty create your own blends of oils in the
bottles, and label them with the properties they assist with*.  You can also
purchase or make your own scented candles and incense*.

Another way to use the oils is to add them to unscented massage oil or to a base
oil (such as almond or avocado) to create a special massage oil*.  You can do
something similar by adding oils to an unscented lotion or cream, or an
unscented butter or clay to create a moisturizing skin lotion, soap or deodorant*.
For more details on how to use the oils, and concise descriptions of them and the
ailments they help with you might want to pick up an aromatherapy decoder
wheel. *CAUTION: Essential oils are highly concentrated and potentially
hazardous, if misused. Consult the safety guidelines of any oil(s) you use.

The oils could be used on their own, one at a time - perhaps you find one
particular oil more helpful than another, or you could create a blend of three or
more oils which can then be used in a diffuser to spread the scent throughout
your living environment, or even in your car.  I use a portable
aromatherapy diffuser when I am driving, and you may find it useful
too.

To make a blend of the oils, keep in mind that you
want to use (1 to 2 drops) of a Base oil (stronger or
muskier smell), (3 to 4 drops) of a Middle note scent,
and (4 to 5 drops) of a Top, or high note scent (lighter
smells).  Each oil in the listing is indicated with it's type in each
group either Top, Middle, or Base scent.   I recommend that you
purchase your oils from a reputable source –such as Mountain
Rose Herbs, or Kalyx (which carries Frontier and Aura Cacia
Essential Oils. Click here to go to the Mountain Rose Herbs

website for a list of essential oils they offer. Click here to go to the Kalyx website
for a list of essential oils they offer.

Existence Number
The Existence number is a total number based on he total Life Path and the total
person (full expression) which is calculated for all the letters in your full birth
certificate name.  By adding up all of these numbers and reducing we come up
with one number which will show it's influence throughout your life, but more so
during the critical period when you reach your overall emotional maturity.  This
occurs in a broad age range, depending on how quickly you mature, but usually it
occurs between the ages of 35-45 years of age.  In most people this number will
begin to have it's strongest effect as you near the age of 40 or immediately after -
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a time of deep contemplation and reflection of what you wish for in this life
usually occurs around this time.

During this time, the properties of your Existence number will become heightened
and the lessons to be learned from it can help you grow in leaps and bounds.  If
you stay focused on this time, and watch for any of the situations, or special
situations indicated by this number, you may realize you've reached an important
time for growth and new discovery!  Pay attention to the traits discussed here at
this time and you will have the most powerful tools you need to point you along
the way of your Life Path and destiny.

Aromas/Oils
To enhance the personality traits of your Existence Number choose aromas/oils
from the list and use them throughout your day: with aroma diffusers, spray
bottles, candles and incense or in other ways. See the section on Using
Aromatherapy Aromas/Oils on page 4, for many other ideas on how to use the
aromas/oils.

Birthday Number
Similar to the Existence number, your Birthday number provides you with clues to
help you achieve growth as you reach toward your maturity.  While the Existence
number is focused on your emotional maturity, the Birthday number is focused
more on your spiritual achievements and maturity which usually occurs 8-10

years after you reach the
Emotional maturity that you
achieve with the Existence
number.  This usually occurs for
most people between the ages of
45 and 56 years of age.

Like the other two important
numbers in your chart (the Life
Path and Existence number) the
qualities of this number can assist
you during times when you face
difficult decisions - especially if
these decisions are of a spiritual
nature.  Keep that in mind, and
remember to look back at this
number during those times for
assistance.

The Birthday number usually holds stronger importance regarding your career
and the spiritual connection that ties you to it.  Heed it's message as you reach
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the peak of your career and while following your Life Path and you will know that
you are truly reaching the important path you are destined to follow in this
lifetime.

Aspects of your Personality
While the previous numbers have dealt mostly with aspects of your career
growth, and goals, the next sections of your reading focuses intensely on your
personality traits and character and how it expresses itself throughout your life.
The following sections will focus like a magnifying glass on the details of your
personality.

Soul Urge number
This number describes your deep inner wishes and desires.  If you are not
expressing your inner wishes and are repressing them, then this number may
reveal traits of your personality that are not being fully realized.  If this is the
case, try to be more open to let the personality traits of this number express
themselves in your life. This number is calculated from the vowels in your first
name as it is used in day-to-day conversation

You may want to use the aromatherapy oils indicated in the Soul Urge
Aromas/Oils section to help inspire you to open yourself up to these qualities as
much as possible.

Aromas/Oils
To enhance the personality traits of your Soul Urge Number choose aromas/oils
from the list and use them throughout your day: with aroma diffusers, spray
bottles, candles and incense or in other ways. See the section on Using
Aromatherapy Aromas/Oils on page 4, for many other ideas on how to use the
aromas/oils.

Take a break - answer the healing questions
At this point in your reading you will notice a list of Soul Urge questions which
you should try to answer.  These questions were written to help you determine if
you are allowing your Soul Urge to fully express itself in your life.  Think deeply
and answer these questions honestly as best you can.  Write your answers in a
journal and refer to it as often as needed.
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Heart's Desire Number
This number is similar to the Soul Urge, but its qualities will make themselves
known more intensely in your business life or career.  You will want to review
your inner qualities
here and
compare/contrast
them with those of
your Soul Urge
number.  As you do
that there is one
other number that
has some value and
that is your Hidden
Passion number: the
strongest personality
trait which is
prominent in your
birth name.

Think of the Hidden Passion number as the deepest and most authentic-self of
your personality. Remember that this deepest self can only find a best way of
expressing itself when it is doing so through the vibrational essence of the Soul
Urge in your daily activities, and when expressing itself through the qualities of
your Hidden Passion number when in a work or career environment.  Consider
how these two expressions are different, or the same, and write your feelings in a
journal entry.

Aromas/Oils
To enhance the personality traits of your Heart’s Desire Number choose
aromas/oils from the list and use them throughout your day: with aroma diffusers,
spray bottles, candles and incense or in other ways. See the section on Using
Aromatherapy Aromas/Oils on page 4, for many other ideas on how to use the
aromas/oils.

Outer Expression Number
The Outer Expression number focuses on how other people see you.  It will point
out personality traits that may appear readily to others, but that you may not be
aware of yourself.  These are the traits that you make known to others and the
world, while the traits of the Soul Urge and Heart's Desire are more intimate and
personal.  Remember that by looking at the traits in this section (your outward
appearances) and in the Soul Urge section, (your inner desires) you will find the
traits that make up your overall daily personality.  This may seem like enough
information, but I went even further to develop the Personality Matrix section
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(after this section) which gives you a deep and detailed personality makeup of
your entire overall personality.

For additional information on how others see you have a look at the left column
of the Personality Matrix chart which appears in the next section.  Compare it to
how you see yourself (the middle column) and how your overall personality
expresses itself (the right column).

Aromas/oils
To enhance the personality traits of your Outer Expression Number choose
aromas/oils from the list and use them throughout your day: with aroma diffusers,
spray bottles, candles and incense or in other ways. See the section on Using
Aromatherapy Aromas/Oils on page 4, for many other ideas on how to use the
aromas/oils.

Comparing Your Inner Personality and Outer Expression - Questions:
The Planes of Expression which follow later in the reading reveals your inner
personality and how you are aware of your personality as it makes itself known to
others.  Take some time now to study your Planes of Expression personality
traits and compare how the similar aspects and differences may influence you.

Keep in mind that you may not be aware of your Outer Expression personality
and how others know you.  You may want to work with the aromatherapy oils
while writing in your personal journal about your personality.  This will help to
keep you aware of the outer traits of your personality that you reveal to others.
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Personality Matrix
I personally developed the Personality Matrix to give you an even greater
detailed look at your personality: it's strengths and weaknesses, as well as give
you a few exercises you can use to overcome your personality weaknesses.

When you first look at the chart you may want to compare the left-hand column
with your Outer Expression number that I discussed earlier.  The left column of
the Personality Matrix chart represents how others see you.  Remember that they
will see these traits in you as they are influenced by your Outer Expression
number, so if the same Outer Expression trait appears as one of these traits in
the left column, you will know that this trait is more prominent when others first
meet you, and in their interactions with you.

The middle column indicates your goals and inner desires.  These traits will work
through you to help you in achieving your goals and they will work with the
energy of your Heart's desire and Soul Urge numbers.  If the Soul Urge or
Heart's Desire number shows one of the traits listed here this will be even
stronger in your internal personality makeup and how you respond to making
decisions and goals.

The far right column in your overall personality.  These three traits indicate how
you combine your inner personal values in the middle column with how others
see you in the left column to form your overall personality.
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All of the traits from the Personality Matrix are counted and placed into your
Personality Traits chart that appears after the Personality Matrix.  Read this chart
by determining which traits and strength of each appear in your own  personality.

If, for example, you have a value of 4 in the Amount in your Name corresponding
with the value of number 1 (Independence, Uniqueness), then you will know that
the trait of Independence is fairly strong by comparing the value of that trait with
the others in your chart.  If all of the other traits show a value of 1, 2 or 3, then
you will know that Independence and Uniqueness is your strongest trait.  By
comparing each trait with the others you can get a good idea of how strong each
particular trait within your name is.  For even more details on Personality Aspects
consider a Compatibility Reading which goes into great detail while comparing
your own personality traits with those of another person.

The traits with lower values (usually 1 or 2) are only slightly felt, and the traits
with zero as the amount in your name are missing from your personality.
Because they are missing, this means that you will be tested with lessons
throughout your life to help you realize or help you bring into fruition these traits
which are missing from your personality.

I have provided you with lessons after the personality text to help you work on
these missing traits right now.  Note that if you are at the age of emotional
maturity or older (this usually occurs at the age of 28 or later), you may have
already completed these lessons and there will be no need to work on them.  I'll
leave that up to your own judgment; you may also want to ask a friend if they feel
that you have completed a particular lesson.

Study your individual Personality Strength(s).  Keep these strengths in mind as
you work toward completing your Life Path goals.  Take the time to go through
the lessons indicated. If you have not learned that particular lesson or you feel
that it sounds helpful for you at this time, take the time now to complete that
lesson.

Inclusion Chart
In the inclusion chart I want you to become more familiar with all of the vibrations
in your name and how strongly they occur.  Even though this is similar to the
Personality Matrix it works differently because the Hidden Passion and the
Karmic lessons indicated for you here may have an effect throughout your entire
life, unlike the Personality Matrix traits which affect you deeper in your younger
years before you reach the age of emotional maturity at 28 year of age.
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Your Hidden Passion
indicates the trait or traits
with the most intense pull
in your life.  The trait(s)
here can be very useful in
assisting you in following
your own inner notions
and achieving the dreams
you truly desire: the
dreams of your Soul Urge
and Heart's Desire which
may sometimes be
repressed.  After reading
your Hidden Passion(s),
take some time to review
your Soul Urge and
Heart's Desire now and
write down how your
Hidden Passion(s) can be
used to bring about a
change or shift in your
actions as you work
toward your goals.

The Karmic lesson(s) are extremely important as they include those aspects of
you that you came here to clean up or work on specifically in this life.  You may
notice that this one trait, or group of traits, is something that may come up
continually for you many times throughout your life.

In other words the Karmic Lesson is the one most important thing that your soul
came here to work on this time around - so take heed of the message that is
there for you in the Karmic Lessons.
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Planes of Expression
In the Planes of Expression you will find
out about how you work in the world
from the different planes: physical,
emotional, mental, and intuitive.  Before
you look at the interpretations that follow
the chart, spend some time becoming
familiar with how many letters fill in each
section of your chart.

To begin, read across the physical,
mental, emotional and intuitive to find
the total count in the far right Total
section, look down the Count column.
The highest count in a row indicates
how you will approach life in general, for
example in my chart I have counts of
Physical=1, Mental=9, Emotional=6 and
Intuitive=3.  This indicates a strong
mental approach to life's challenges,
with a fairly strong emotional and
intuitive approach.

Next read down the count columns for Creative, Vacillating and Grounded to the
total count for each at the bottom of the chart.  The Creative is also known as the
inspired count and indicates your ability to initiate new projects or things in your
life.  The Vacillating column represents your ability to follow through and the
Grounded column your desire to complete something that you have initiated.

Using my own chart as an example, I find creative=9, vacillating=9 and
Grounded=1, representing a strong ability to initiate and follow-through, but with
a lack of desire to complete what I have started.  Hopefully I've learned to work
with my tools and have overcome enough of my lessons to complete this book,
so that you can learn to do the same!  You can do a similar check on your own
personality and let me know how it turns out for you.  Do you see how important
it is to become aware of these lessons and ways of working with your own
personality?

While looking through the chart you also will want to pick out the one highest
count value, and note it's position.  If it is in the Mental row and the Creative
column for example, it indicates that you will tend to take a creative
mental/intellectual approach to most problems, as this is what you are most
comfortable with.
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To challenge yourself you may also
want to look for the row/columns of
your own chart with 0 count values as
they indicate areas where you may
feel uncomfortable or lacking.  If for
example your physical/grounded
row/column is 0 you can learn to
enhance your own growth by
approaching a problem or issue from
that viewpoint: one of physical
awareness and grounded (completion
minded) as your outcome.

I went through your chart to pick out
the most expressive aspects that
appear in your chart and to interpret
them for you in the text that follows the
chart.  Read these interpretations
along with the interpretations of your
Personality Matrix chart together and
you will have an excellent grasp of
how your overall personality works
through any problem - which
method(s) you prefer, the personal

points of ambition and drive, and the methods that you assert yourself with.

Imagine how much you can learn about yourself using these methods.  Do a
free-style journal entry of your own personality, exploring the Personality Matrix
and Planes of Expression to learn more about yourself.  You can find out the
same about anyone in your life with these chart interpretations, and you might
consider looking at a chart of a close friend, relative or spouse to get to a deeper
understanding of how their approach is different and unique from your own.
Compare and contrast the difference in a separate journal entry for an even
greater understanding.

Arrows
The Arrows point out small traits of your personality that make you unique.
When these traits are applied to empowering your goals you will really begin to
make a difference. Also if you pay attention and work on following up on
completing the Arrows that are missing from your name you will be far ahead and
even closer toward reaching your ultimate potential!

The Arrows may point out both positive and negative aspects to watch out for.
Pay attention to these subtle clues and you will find methods for working with
those parts of your personality that you may have never thought of before.
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Before moving on to the next section, take the time to look at how your Arrows
support your personality and Life Path, by following the workbook questions.
Look back at your Personality Matrix chart and the text that follows it for your
strongest personality trait.  Take the time to think about each of your Arrows and
how they can help you express yourself through that strongest personality trait.
Write down your ideas about how to work with the Arrows and traits for future
reference.

Do the same thing with your Arrows and your Life Path.  Look for Arrow traits that
may help to drive you forward on your Life Path and become familiar with the
Arrows which may hinder or slow you down on your Life Path attainment.  Write
your feelings and understandings down to look back on later.

Pinnacles
The Pinnacles indicate the four major cycles in your life and the challenges that
will come up during each of these periods.  Remember that these are major
cycles and will be influenced for many years - you should combine these
Pinnacles with our Personal years for an overall yearly outlook. The
Pinnacles/Challenges change and take affect on your birth date, and they are felt
for one year before, and one year after your birth date.  For more detail see our
detailed Forecasts which combine many other factors to create detailed, three-
month, monthly and daily outlooks.
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The first Pinnacle is felt from your Birth up to an age in your thirties (depending
on your Life Path number, the ages of the pinnacles will vary).  You should read
up on your past Pinnacles/Challenges (if you have them) and reflect on how their
influence was felt during your life - then have a look at your current
Pinnacle/Challenge for details about the current major life cycle that you are
going through.  The Pinnacle indicates specific overall tendencies during the
period, and the Pinnacle Challenge indicates overall problems or issues that may
continue to arise during the time period as things that you must work on.

Note that if the same Pinnacle or Challenge appears in more than one of your
cycles, or especially if the same number appears in succeeding cycles (such as
2nd Pinnacle=4, and 3rd Pinnacle=4), this indicates a special circumstance.
Usually this means that you will have exceptional time of similar experiences
(Pinnacle) which will increase over the duration of the cycle(s) covered, or you
will have Challenges occurring repeatedly regarding the specific challenge you
are working on.

Read the Pinnacle and Challenge for the Previous major life cycle that you are in
and take some time to meditate on the overall feelings of this Pinnacle and the
lesson(s) offered from the Pinnacle Challenge.

Follow this up by reading about your current Pinnacle and Challenge. If either are
the same number from the previous cycle, or the next one coming up, take
special note.    Reflect and meditate on how the overall time and lessons of your
current major cycle fits in with your Life Path and goals at this time.

Personal Year Number
The Personal year numbers
will give you more specific
insight into the overall tone of
the year as it occurs within
the major cycles (Pinnacles).
Remember that the Personal
years change on January 1st

every year though their affect
is felt from 3 months before
January 1st, on October 1st.
From October 1st to
December 31st each year the
energy from the previous
personal year will begin to be
felt less and less, while the
energy from the coming
personal year will be felt
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more.
The Pinnacles/Challenges change and take affect on your birth date, and they
are felt for one year before, and one year after your birth date.  You should think
about how these transitions may occur if you are nearing the completion of a
major cycle or the end of the year.

Take some time to read the outlook for the previous year to get an idea if it rings
true for you.  Then read the current year to see what you may possibly expect for
the year ahead and for the next several years.  Following the text is a brief
monthly outlook (1-3 words) about what each month may bring - for more detail
read your personal month information.

Personal Month
Like the Personal Year, the Personal Month gives even greater detail about your
monthly cycles and what to expect during the month.  Read your current monthly
forecast and one month ahead.  Look ahead at trends that may occur and try to
understand the lessons that occur for each new period.  Make a reminder to
yourself now to look back here often.  When you do you will notice even more
opportunities for personal growth, awareness and completion each time you work
with and read your reading.

The personal months are part of your toolbox for growth and change.  Study
them on the weekend before each current new month to learn more about what
may follow for the month ahead.

Note that when you cross a yearly boundary December to January every year
that your personal month numbers will usually roll- back by one, for example
December=7 Personal Month, January=6 Personal month and then they will go
back to the typical increasing count, February=7, March=8, etc.

Ending Discussion
That wraps up our detailed explanation for getting the most from your personal
Professional Numerology reading, but it doesn't end the discovery, growth, goal
achievement, and change that is ahead for you as you progress along your path
of self-fulfillment.

For more information check out some of our other detailed readings which can
provide information which is not part of this reading. Our Compatibility Readings
provides detail about your relationship with someone else, and they also go into
great detail on the Fate number and the one major lesson to be learned.
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I wish you much success on your journey and hope that I have provided you with
another powerful tool for clearing your vision to see the goals and lessons that
may lie ahead of you in
this lifetime.  Good luck,
peace and fulfillment on
achieving your destiny.

I hope that you found your
professional readings are
more enlightening by using
the information that I have
provided you here. Keep in
mind that your own
personal choice is the key.
Numerology never tells
you what will happen,
instead it sets the stage, or
gives you a map of one
possible ‘route’ to where
you are going. When it
comes to choosing exactly
where you are headed,
and how you get there, that is your own personal decision.

If you wish to purchase a Professional Numerology Reading to find out more click
the blue text. If you feel you need further direction in understanding and
determining more about yourself, or others close to you consider an Astrology
reading, Numerology reading or Tarot reading to help you along the way.
Please feel free to contact me personally at TheDreamtime.com if you have
further questions, or comments about this report.  You can contact me using our
Contact Us page located at:
http://www.thedreamtime.com/Astrologer-Contact.html
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